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Sleepy Hollow Stage Partners
America’s first great ghost story, Washington
Irving’s The Legend of Sleepy Hollow
follows the quirky and superstitious antics of
schoolmaster Ichabod Crane, who is haunted
by the dreaded Headless Horseman. This
imaginative adaptation stays true to the world
that Irving creates in this American gothic tale,
but adds a lyrical quality that further enhances
the humor, the magic, and the terror. Drama
Full-length. 90-100 minutes 10-30+ actors
Createspace Independent Publishing

Platform
In the first of these stories from the
Catskill Mountains a superstitious
schoolmaster encounters a headless
horseman; in the second, a man sleeps
for twenty years, waking to a much-
changed world.

The Legend of Sleepy Hollow PURE
SNOW PUBLISHING
Sleepy Hollow: Bridge of Bones
The Legend Of Sleepy Hollow by
Washington Irving Prabhat
Prakashan
A CLEVER, ADVENTUROUS ROMP. A
NEW VERSION OF AMERICA'S FIRST
CLASSIC TALE____Ichabod Crane
is a very different type of
hero now. A outcast who is much
more than he appears to
be.______ "A man's body is

being pulled out of the river
tonight. I am watching,
crouched in the reeds. I can
see the dead man's face. He has
a long neck with a sharp beak
of a nose. His head is small
and flat. He looks like a dead
crane. History will remember
him as a Crane. Ichabod Crane.
Unfortunately history will get
it wrong, for I am Ichabod
Crane. Thankfully, I look
nothing like the deranged soul
that will bear my name."______
Reluctant Revolutionary War
veteran Andrew Stevens is a new
agent for the Inspector
General. While roaming the
countryside, he discovers a
reclusive escaped servant girl.
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She is hiding her beauty behind
dirt and rags. She tells him
that there's something terribly
wrong in Sleepy Hollow;
something she's too ashamed to
admit. The strong, but mild
mannered Stevens decides to
investigate the town with a new
identity, Ichabod Crane,
schoolmaster. Brom Bones and
the local farmers bully him as
a sissy, but Katrina, the town
beauty, starts to see through
his charade. Fifteen year old
Phoebe and her best friend
Ingrid develop a fascination
with Stevens. Seen through the
eyes of school girls with
crushes, they secretly watch
him and discover a new kind of
hero. On Halloween he discovers
the town secret and meets seven
headless ghosts as he rides
into legend on the Hessian
Bridge.____________ "When I
watched the Disney version of
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow as
a boy, I saw only a funny
story, with Ichabod Crane as
the goat. It never occurred to

me that it was sending a message-
a person who thinks too much is
suspicious and subject to
ridicule. I decided to write a
new version, one in which a
seemingly weak schoolmaster
becomes a different kind of
hero. It's a version that I
hope is welcomed in the twenty-
first centuy."______A.Van Kraft
The Land of Sleepy Hollow Hyweb
Technology Co. Ltd.
A superstitious schoolmaster, in love with a
wealthy farmer's daughter, has a terrifying
encounter with a headless horseman.
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow CreateSpace
Author Washington Irving's world of magic
and mystery unfolds as Ichabod Crane takes
a midnight ride that becomes a nightmare in
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, and Rip Van
Winkle is surprised to find that time and the
world are not as he once thought them to be
in Rip Van Winkle.
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow Author House
Ichabod Crane faces the terror of the Headless
Horseman, and Rip Van Winkle rises from a 20-year
sleep to find a world vastly changed in these two
delightful classics of American literature.
The Calm Before the Storm Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform

Carter Lewis is having trouble making it through The
legend of Sleepy Hollow, so his cousin Isabelle,
suggests that he use his uncle's virtual reality machine
to enter into the book as a character--and meet the
Headless Horseman up-close and personal.
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow Disney Press
A retelling of the Halloween story, "The Legend
of Sleepy Hollow."
Sleepy Hollow Harper Collins
Sleepy Hollow is known for being home to
ghosts and spirits, the most famous of which is
the terrifying Headless Horseman, a spectre
searching for the head he lost to a stray
cannonball during the American Revolutionary
War. Ichabod Crane, a superstitious
schoolmaster, is more concerned with earning
the hand of Katrina Van Tassel than worrying
about ghosts, but the night that he expects to
earn Katrina’s affections holds something quite
different in store for him. “The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow” is one of the first examples of
American fiction writing and has since become a
celebrated folk tale. It has been adapted many
times for stage, theatre, television and film,
including the 1999 Tim Burton film starring
Johnny Depp and Christina Ricci, and the hit
television show, Sleepy Hollow, starring Tom
Mison, Nicole Beharie, and Orlando Jones.
HarperCollins brings great works of literature to
life in digital format, upholding the highest
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standards in ebook production and celebrating
reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the
HarperCollins short-stories collection to build
your digital library.
Sleepy Hollow Dramatic Publishing
Книга содержит одну
из самых знаменитых
новелл Вашингтона
Ирвинга �Легенда о
Сонной Лощине�, в
которой граница
между реальностью и
вымыслом стирается,
а герои поверий и
легенд
оживают.Текст
адаптирован для
продолжающих
изучать английский
язык (уровень 4 – Upper-
Intermediate) и
сопровождается
упражнениями,
комментариями и
словарем.
Legend Of Sleepy Hollow BookRix
A superstitious schoolmaster, in love with a wealthy
farmer's daughter, has a terrifying encounter with a
headless horseman.

THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY HOLLOW arthur kraft
He was there again⋯just below. I awoke as always to
the power of his presence. My bare feet hit the cold
floor. One peek—just one—out the window. It'd
been three years since I'd seen this horseman. The
Horseman. And, as then, his hand reached out,
summoning me to him. A chill deeper than the
winter cold embraced me and I wore it like a second
skin.Three times he's appeared since Ichabod and I
fled to Philadelphia. Why here? Why now? Why me?
But whatever the reason, he wanted me—a want so
strong, I was weak to resist. *The sequel to Sleepy
Hollow is here!
The Cursed Hollow Createspace
Independent Pub
"My earliest memory is of discovering my
grandfather's severed head." The HEADLESS
HORSEMAN has risen and rides. JASON
CRANE is the Horseman's target. But Jason
must stay and fight, to protect those he loves.
For Sleepy Hollow is falling to evil. Now
Jason Crane lives under a tyrannical
guardian. Jason Crane must descend into
fearful darkness. And Jason Crane has an
appointment with death... at the BRIDGE OF
BONES. This exciting sequel to 2013's "Rise
Headless and Ride" brings back Jason Crane,
descendant of Ichabod of the Legend of
Sleepy Hollow -- as well as his friends Joey,
Kate, and Zef -- to face off against the ancient

evil of the Van Brunt family. Impeccably
researched, with an epic scope and a huge cast
of characters, Bridge of Bones brings the
weird gothic world of Sleepy Hollow to
vibrant life in a way not seen since Irving's
original: with fidelity to the real modern town
and its history. Bridge of Bones is an
imaginative tour de force spanning centuries,
and a Halloween treat not to be missed.
Sleepy Hollow Doubleday Books for Young
Readers
Washington Irving's scary Headless Horseman
has become a notorious fictional character. This
appealing book, highlighting a popular example
of early American fiction, features fun facts about
the legend and its author as well as carefully
chosen photographs and illustrations. Readers
will love getting to know Ichabod Crane, the
superstitious schoolteacher; Brom Bones, his
adversary; and the beautiful Katrina Van Tassel
in this gripping retelling of the early nineteenth
century story.
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow and Rip Van Winkle
BEYOND BOOKS HUB
Reproduction of the original.
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow Book & CD
Gareth Stevens Publishing LLLP
The Legend Of Sleepy Hollow by
Washington Irving is a real classic. The story
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is set in 1790 in the countryside around the
Dutch settlement of Tarry Town (historical
Tarrytown, New York), in a secluded glen
known as Sleepy Hollow. Sleepy Hollow is
renowned for its ghosts and the haunting
atmosphere that pervades the imaginations of
its inhabitants and visitors. Some residents say
this town was bewitched during the early days
of the Dutch settlement, while others claim
that the mysterious atmosphere was caused by
an old Native American chief, the "wizard of
his tribe ... before the country was discovered
by Master Hendrik Hudson." The most
infamous spectre in the Hollow is the
Headless Horseman, supposedly the ghost of
a Hessian trooper whose head had been shot
off by a stray cannonball during "some
nameless battle" of the Revolution, and who
"rides forth to the scene of battle in nightly
quest of his head". The "Legend" relates the
tale of Ichabod Crane, a lean, lanky and
extremely superstitious schoolmaster from
Connecticut, who competes with Abraham
"Brom Bones" Van Brunt, the town rowdy,
for the hand of 18-year-old Katrina Van
Tassel, the daughter and sole child of wealthy
farmer Baltus Van Tassel. Ichabod Crane, a
Yankee and an outsider, sees marriage to

Katrina as a means of procuring Van Tassel's
extravagant wealth. Bones, the local hero,
unable to force Ichabod into a physical
showdown to settle things, plays a series of
pranks on the superstitious schoolmaster. The
tension among the three continues for some
time, and is soon brought to a head. On a
placid autumn night, the ambitious Crane
attends a harvest party at the Van Tassels'
homestead. He dances, partakes in the feast,
and listens to ghostly legends told by Brom
and the locals, but his true aim is to propose
to Katrina after the guests leave. His
intentions, however, are ill-fated. After having
failed to secure Katrina's hand, Ichabod rides
home on his temperamental horse (named
Gunpowder) "heavy-hearted and crestfallen"
through the woods between Van Tassel's
farmstead and the farmhouse in Sleepy
Hollow where he is quartered at the time. As
he passes several purportedly haunted spots,
his active imagination is engorged by the
ghost stories told at Baltus' harvest party. After
nervously passing a lightning-stricken tulip
tree purportedly haunted by the ghost of
British spy Major André, Ichabod
encounters a cloaked rider at an intersection
in a menacing swamp. Unsettled by his fellow

traveler's eerie size and silence, the teacher is
horrified to discover that his companion's
head is not on his shoulders, but on his
saddle. In a frenzied race to the bridge
adjacent to the Old Dutch Burying Ground,
where the Hessian is said to "vanish,
according to rule, in a flash of fire and
brimstone" before crossing it, Ichabod rides
for his life, desperately goading Gunpowder
down the Hollow. However, while Crane and
Gunpowder are able to cross the bridge ahead
of the ghoul, to Crane's horror it rears its
horse and hurls its severed head directly at
Ichabod. The schoolmaster attempts to
dodge, but is too late; the missile strikes his
head and sends him tumbling headlong into
the dust. ... ... The Legend Of Sleepy Hollow
by Washington Irving
Rip Van Winkle and Sleepy Hollow
Scholastic Inc.
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow is a gothic
story by American author Washington
Irving, first published in 1820. Sleepy Hollow
is a strange little place, some say bewitched.
Some talk of its haunted valleys and streams,
the ghostly woman in white, eerie midnight
shrieks and howls, but most of all they talk of
the Headless Horseman. A huge, shadowy
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soldier who rides headless through the night,
terrifying unlucky travellers.
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow BoD – Books on
Demand
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow and Other Stories
by an American writer Washington Irving. The
story is set in the end of the 18th century in the
Dutch settlement of Tarry Town, called Sleepy
Hollow. Ichabod Crane, a lean, lanky and
extremely superstitious teacher from
Connecticut competes with Abraham "Brom
Bones" Van Brunt for the hand of 18-year-old
Katrina Van Tassel, the daughter and sole child
of a wealthy farmer, Baltus Van Tassel. One
autumn night, when Ichabod was returning from
the party at the Van Tassels' homestead, he was
followed by a rider without a head. Presumably,
it was a ghost of Hessian cavalryman, who had
been beheaded by a stray shot in one of the
“unnamed battles” during the War of
Independence (USA) and after that “rode
during the night in a search of his head”⋯
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow Strelbytskyy
Multimedia Publishing
The exciting conclusion to Jason Crane's
Sleepy Hollow adventure! "General of the
Dead" is an epic work capping the first Jason
Crane trilogy. The first two novels, "Rise
Headless and Ride" & "Bridge of Bones" were

only a prelude to this extraordinary work
spanning three hundred years of true
Tarrytown history, interwoven with the
Legends, myths, and superstitions of the
Dutch settlers. Impeccably researched, with
absolute fidelity to the modern village, its
sights, places and byways. A brew of Witches
and Headless Horsemen, Ghosts and
Necromancers, Psychics, Superheroes,
Scooby-Doo and a teen hero in a mess of
trouble. A love letter to Halloween itself, to
America's first literary master Washington
Irving, and to the village he loved so well. A
must for any fan of Irving's original, or
anyone young or old who still has a pumpkin-
carving kid inside them. From the back cover:
JASON CRANE floats between life and
death. The HEADLESS HORSEMAN has
taken the field and AGATHE THE WITCH
has taken KATE USHER. The war for Sleepy
Hollow has begun. Now Jason and Kate must
fight their way back. Joey and Zef must defy
The Appointed. Or pumpkins will blaze on a
midnight ride with the GENERAL OF THE
DEAD
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